Tech Mahindra Delivers New Service Virtualization Managed
Service for mid-market segment Featuring CA LISA Software
New cloud-based delivery model of CA Technologies simulation solutions helps mid-market application developers further
decrease delivery time while increasing cost savings

Las Vegas, April 23, 2013 – CA World -Tech Mahindra, a leading provider of technology solutions and services, announced
today the launch of its new Service Virtualization as a Service (SVaaS) offering. This new managed service for Tech
Mahindra’s mid-market customers bundles CA LISA® Service Virtualization software from CA Technologies with Tech
Mahindra’s professional services, leveraging cloud infrastructure to offer it in a subscription based pay-as-you-go model.

Designed in response to increasing cost and quality pressures on small and mid-sized companies to deliver applications and
services with agile techniques at lower cost, the SVaaS offering accelerates software delivery timelines by virtualizing the target
system’s dynamic behavior to minimize the need for physical systems during development and testing. Using public cloud
infrastructure in a subscription based pay-as-you-go model, Tech Mahindra’s unique service model brings the cost of
ownership within range for its non-enterprise clients, while providing the expert technical support and industry knowledge that
Tech Mahindra is known for.

“Small and mid-sized companies no longer have the luxury of extended software development lifecycles and large testing
timeframes to perfect and bring applications to market”, said GS Raju, Senior Vice President, Testing, Mahindra Satyam
and Tech Mahindra. “With SVaaS, the project team can leverage the power of CA LISA software to deliver the applications
with compressed timelines at a price point within reach for smaller companies.”

“CA LISA software gives developers the tools and flexibility needed to overcome the limitations of physical testing
environments”, said Dennis Kozak, senior vice president, Global Service Providers, CA Technologies. “Tech Mahindra’s
managed service offering specifically for its mid-market customers gives that segment of the market access to greater
scalability, accessibility and efficiency to make their products more market ready.”

SVaaS is one of several new product/service offerings that will be showcased at CA World (April 21st – 24th in Las Vegas,
Nevada, booth #320) as part of Mahindra Satyam and Tech Mahindra’s partnership with CA Technologies. Officially launched
in 2012, the partnership was created to articulate innovative and differentiated joint offerings across several shared vertical
industries including telecommunications, manufacturing, BFSI and healthcare.
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